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ABSTRACT

Aims. We use a combination of CFHTLS deep optical data, WIRcam Deep Survey (WIRDS) near-infrared data and XMM-Newton
survey data to identify z >
∼ 1.1 clusters in the CFHTLS D1 and D4 fields. Counterparts to such clusters can not be identified without
deep near-infrared data and as such the total of ≈1 deg2 of J, H and Ks band imaging provided by WIRDS is an indispensable tool in
such work.
Methods. Using public XMM X-ray data, we identify extended X-ray sources in the two fields. The resulting catalogue of extended
X-ray sources was then analyzed for optical/near-infrared counterparts, using a red-sequence algorithm applied to the deep optical
and near-infrared data. Redshifts of candidate groups and clusters were estimated using the median photometric redshifts of detected
counterparts and where available these were combined with spectroscopic data (from VVDS deep and ultra-deep and using AAT
AAOmega data). Additionally, we surveyed X-ray point sources for potential group systems at the limit of our detection range in the
X-ray data. A catalogue of z > 1.1 cluster candidates in the two fields has been compiled and cluster masses, radii and temperatures
have been estimated using the scaling relations.
14
Results. The catalogue of group and cluster candidates consists of 15 z >
∼ 1.1 objects. We find several massive clusters (M >
∼ 10 M )
and a number of lower mass clusters/groups. Three of the detections are previously published extended X-ray sources. Of note is
JKSC 041 (previously detected via Chandra X-ray data and reported as a z = 1.9 cluster based on UKIDSS infrared imaging) for
which we identify a number of structures at redshifts of z = 0.8, z = 0.96, z = 1.13 and z = 1.49 (but see no evidence of a structure at
z = 1.9). We also make an independent detection of the massive cluster, XMMXCS J2215.9-1738, for which we estimate a redshift
of z = 1.37 (compared to the spectroscopically confirmed redshift of z = 1.45). We use the z >
∼ 1.1 catalogue to compare the cluster
number counts in these fields with models based on WMAP 7-year cosmology and find that the models slightly over-predict the
observations, whilst at z > 1.5 we do not detect any clusters. We note that cluster number counts at z >
∼ 1.1 are highly sensitive to the
cosmological model, however a significant reduction in present statistical (due to available survey area) and systematic (due to cluster
scaling relations) uncertainties is required in order to confidently constrain cosmological parameters using cluster number counts at
high redshift.
Key words. methods: data analysis – surveys – galaxies: clusters: general – large-scale structure of Universe

1. Introduction
Development of large-scale structure in the Universe is a sensitive cosmological tool, which indepedently confirms the success
of the ΛCDM cosmological paradigm of inflationary theory (e.g.


Based on observations obtained with MegaPrime/MegaCam, a joint
project of CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT) which is operated by the National Research Council
(NRC) of Canada, the Institut National des Science de l’Univers of the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France, and
the University of Hawaii. This work is based in part on data products
produced at TERAPIX and the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre as
part of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey, a collaborative project of NRC and CNRS.

Komatsu et al. 2009; Vikhlinin et al. 2009). Recently, attention
of theoretical cosmologists has been focused on the possibility
of constraining diﬀerent models of inflation through their predictions of departures from Gaussianity in the primordial curvature fluctuations (Desjacques et al. 2009). In addition, some
coupling between dark matter and dark energy fluids are possible, which can give testable changes in growth of large scale
structure (Baldi et al. 2010).
Clusters of galaxies, which reside in the deepest gravitational potential wells, present an excellent cosmological probe
as a tracer of the the peaks of structure formation. For example,
Allen et al. (2008) used the cluster X-ray mass fraction (i.e. the
ratio of the baryonic mass density to the total mass density) to
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place constraints on the cosmological mass density, Ωm , whilst
also providing an independent constraint on the cosmic acceleration. Further to this, Vikhlinin et al. (2009) used the cluster
mass function to measure structure growth to constrain the evolution of cosmic acceleration, measuring the cosmic acceleration
parameter, w0 , with a result of w0 = −1.14 ± 0.21.
Recently, Jee et al. (2009) presented a weak lensing analysis of the z = 1.4 cluster, XMMU J2235.3-2557 (Mullis et al.
2005), measuring a cluster mass of ≈8.5 × 1014 M . Based on
WMAP 5 yr cosmology they predict the expected number of
clusters of this mass at this redshift to be 10−3 in their 11 deg2
survey. It is suggested by the authors that the discovery of such
a rare cluster within the given survey area is indicative of either
a higher value of σ8 or structure growth from non-Gaussian primordial density fluctuations. Jimenez & Verde (2009) investigate
the eﬀect of non-Gaussianity on the number density of such massive clusters at the redshift of XMMU J2235.3-2557 and conclude that mass determination of high-redshift, massive clusters
can oﬀer a complementary probe of primordial non-Gaussianity.
Further to this, the detection of the massive X-ray selected cluster, XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 (Stanford et al. 2006) at a redshift
of z = 1.45 has been treated as another supportive argument to
these findings (Jimenez & Verde 2009).
Uncertainty in the current measurements of σ8 is also hinted
at from studies of the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (tSZ) eﬀect
from clusters. A number of papers have claimed lower than expected tSZ signals from clusters in cosmic microwave background (CMB) maps (e.g. Lieu et al. 2006; Bielby & Shanks
2007; Lueker et al. 2010; Diego & Partridge 2010; Komatsu
et al. 2010) and in particular Lueker et al. (2010) claim this to
be suggestive of a lower value of σ8 . From their measurements
using the South Pole Telescope (SPT), they give constraints of
σ8 = 0.773 ± 0.025 compared to WMAP 5-year constraints
of σ8 = 0.812 ± 0.026 from the WMAP+BAO+SN combination (although from WMAP alone a more consistent value of
σ8 = 0.796±0.036 is calculated). Although these diﬀerences are
only at the ∼1σ level, they can have significant eﬀects when used
in simulations of structure formation (in particular on the cluster
number counts). From both tSZ and cluster number studies, it is
evident that significant uncertainty still remains in the determination of σ8 , whilst these uncertainties can inhibit our ability to
constrain non-Gaussianity in the primordial density fluctuations.
Critical to applying cluster observations to constraining the
cosmological framework are the X-ray scaling laws that may
be used to relate cluster properties such as mass, temperature
and X-ray luminosity. From a simple model of pure gravitational collapse (referred to as the self-similar model) for example, power-law relations are predicted for the LX − T and LX − M
cluster relations (Kaiser 1986). Much work has gone into characterising these relations (e.g. Markevitch et al. 1998; Reiprich
& Böhringer 2002; Vikhlinin et al. 2006; Rykoﬀ et al. 2008;
Comerford et al. 2010), with calibrations having been performed
up to redshifts of z ≈ 1 (Leauthaud et al. 2010).
At the present time there are three promising ways to find
a distant galaxy cluster – via the Sunyaev-Zel’Dovich Eﬀect,
through its extended X-ray emission, using the red-sequence
cluster method with near-infrared data. Optical surveys are
limited to z ∼ 1.1 as the 4000 Å break moves into the infrared and can no longer be used as an identification tool in optical bands. For example, Olsen et al. (2007) presented a catalogue of galaxy clusters identified in all four CFHTLS deep
fields purely from the CFHTLS optical u∗ griz data (i.e. with no
prior X-ray detections). The catalogue provides 169 cluster candidate detections with a maximum redshift of z = 1.2. Similarly,
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the Bonn Lensing, Optical and X-ray (BLOX) galaxy cluster survey (Dietrich et al. 2007) provides a catalogue of weak-lensing
and X-ray selected clusters in a number of fields covering a total
area of 6.4 deg2 . In this case the limiting redshift of the catalogue
is z ∼ 1.0 as their imaging data is limited to the BVRI optical
bands, leaving a number of cluster detections in their catalogue
with no available redshift estimate. The weak-lensing/X-ray observations can not by themselves separate out the high-redshift
cluster candidates and their spectroscopic follow-up is a tedious
(though rewarding e.g. Mullis et al. 2004) task.
The Palomar Distant Cluster Survey (PDCS; Postman et al.
1996) performed an optical selection of galaxy clusters over an
area of 5.1 deg2 . This catalogue covered a range in redshifts
of 0.2 < z < 1.2 identifying 107 cluster candidates, but with
no X-ray data provided no evidence of the potential wells that
these potential clusters resided in. More recently, Finoguenov
et al. (2007) presented cluster detections across the Cosmic
Evolution Survey (COSMOS) field. Based on initial X-ray detections from XMM data, they identify 72 clusters across an area
of 2 deg2 using optical + NIR data to determine photometric
redshift estimates. Their full sample reaches a redshift limit of
z ∼ 1.3. Eisenhardt et al. (2008) used the IRAC Shallow Survey
(Eisenhardt et al. 2004) to identify 106 z > 1 galaxy cluster
candidates over an area of 7.25 deg2 . Subsequent spectroscopic
observations of cluster members confirmed 12 of these candidates with further observations to follow. They determine initial cluster redshift estimates using photometric redshifts based
on deep optical data from the NOAO Deep Wide-Field Survey
(NDWFS; Jannuzi et al. 2004), NIR data from FLAMEX (Elston
et al. 2006) and IRAC Shallow Survey [3.6] and [4.5] imaging.
With this combination they successfully identify clusters up to
redshifts of z ∼ 1.5, with the success of the identification of a
z = 1.41 cluster (Stanford et al. 2005), at the time the highest
redshift spectroscopically confirmed galaxy cluster. At z > 1.5
however, they found their survey limited by the depth constraints
of the optical data available, despite the capability of their
IR data. This was followed by the discovery of the z = 1.45 cluster XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 (located in the CFHTLS D4/LBQS
2212-1759 field) by Stanford et al. (2006), which was initially
detected in the X-ray with XMM data, with I and Ks band imaging and with Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic follow-up. More recently, Andreon et al. (2009) presented a cluster candidate at an
estimated redshift of z = 1.9 for an extended X-ray source, based
on red-sequence analysis using deep NIR data from the UKIRT
Deep Infrared Sky Survey. However, this remains unconfirmed
by spectroscopic observations at the present time. The highest
confirmed redshift cluster presently stands as the z = 1.62 in
the Subaru/XMM-Newton deep field (SXDF) discovered independently by Papovich et al. (2010) and Tanaka et al. (2010).
Both present red-sequence analysis and spectroscopic follow-up
showing that the red-sequence at bright magnitudes is in place
at least to z = 1.6. Recently the Spitzer Adaptation of the RedSequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS Muzzin et al. 2009; Wilson
et al. 2009; Demarco et al. 2010) has used the red-sequence
method to identify z > 1 clusters in six fields covering a total
area of ≈50 deg2 . A number of these have now been successfully confirmed with spectroscopic follow-up.
Deep NIR surveys are required to identify clusters at z >
∼ 1,
but are only available on a limited area of the sky. A number
of such surveys have X-ray coverage suﬃcient for high-redshift
cluster search (Finoguenov et al. 2010) and in this paper we
present an overview of a promising combination between one
of the best deep NIR data-sets available to date, the WIRcam
deep Survey (WIRDS; Bielby et al., in prep.), with the CFHTLS
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deep optical data and X-ray data provided by XMM-Newton.
Subsequent papers are planned, which will present the lowredshift detections and look at the properties of cluster members
in the cluster sample. In Sect. 2, we describe the data-sets used
in this survey. Section 3 describes the methods used for cluster detection and redshift estimation, Sect. 4 presents our high-z
(z >
∼ 1.1) cluster candidates and Sect. 5 presents the analysis of
the high-z catalogue data-set. We conclude in Sect. 6.
Unless otherwise stated we use a flat ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.25 and H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1 , whilst magnitudes are
given in the AB system.

abundance and a redshift of 0.2. We note that in reconstructing
the properties of the identified groups and clusters of galaxies as
well as in the modelling of survey z-dependent characteristics,
we implement the exact corrections, based on the source spectral
shape (as defined by the expected temperature of the emission)
and the measured redshift of the system.
After the background has been estimated for each observation and each instrument separately, we produce the final mosaic
of cleaned images and correct it for the mosaic of the exposure
maps in which we account for diﬀerences in sensitivity between
pn and MOS detectors.

2. Data

2.2. Spectroscopic redshifts

2.1. X-ray data

In the CFHTLS D1 field, we use spectroscopic redshifts from
the VVDS deep (Le Fèvre et al. 2005) and ultra-deep (Cucciati
et al., in prep.) spectroscopic samples. The VVDS deep sample
is available publicly and consists of 8981 spectroscopically observed objects over an area of 1.2 deg2 in the CFHTLS D1 field.
It consists of a magnitude limited sample with a limit of i < 24
and samples a redshift range of 0 ≤ z ≤ 5. The ultra-deep sample
consists of ∼1500 spectra over an area of ≈0.14 deg2 and covers
a magnitude range of 22.5 < IAB < 24.75. Both of the VVDS
spectroscopic catalogues attribute each object a flag based on the
identification. These range from 1 to 4 with 1 being most unreliable and 4 being most reliable. In addition a flag 9 is given to
objects identified based on a single emission line.
Spectroscopic redshift data in the D4 field were obtained using the AAOmega instrument at the Anglo-Australian
Observatory (AAO) as part of a program to provide optical spectroscopy of X-ray point-sources in the CFHTLS
(Stalin et al. 2010). Observations were taken on the dates
25th−27th September 2006 (program ID: 06B/027, P.I.: Stalin)
and 11th−13th September 2007 (program ID: 07B/026, P.I.:
Petitjean) with central coordinates of 22:15:30 and −17:44:00.
The field of view of the AAT with the AAOmega instrument is
defined by a diameter of 2◦ . The observations were made with individual exposure times of 1800 s during the 2006 run and 1680 s
in the 2007 run. In order to maximize the wavelength coverage observations were made using two diﬀerent set-ups, the first
with the 580V grism (with a central wavelength of 4790 Å) and
the second with the 385R grism (with a central wavelength of
7200 Å). Both grisms have a MOS resolution of R = 1300 with
a dispersion of 1.033 Å/pixel and 1.568 Å/pixel for the 580V and
385R grisms respectively.
Reductions were made using the AAO 2DFDR software
to perform flat-fielding and arc-lamp wavelength calibration.
Redshift identification was then performed on all objects individually by eye and using galaxy templates to determine galaxy
redshifts. In total from the CFHTLS D4 AAOmega spectroscopic data, we have redshifts for 492 objects. 139 of these
are QSOs, 52 are stars and 301 are galaxies, all at magnitudes
of i < 22.5.

A description of the XMM-Newton observatory is given by
Jansen et al. (2001). In this paper we use the data collected by the
European photon imaging cameras (EPIC): the pn-CCD camera
Strüder et al. (2001) and the MOS-CCD cameras (Turner et al.
2001).
XMM-Newton observations of the CFHTLS Deep fields are
goals of diﬀerent surveys. The D1 field has been covered within
the XMM-LSS survey (P.I. Pierre). The D2 field is located within
the COSMOS field and has the deepest X-ray coverage to date
(P.I. Hasinger). The D3 field is also one of DEEP2 fields and the
X-ray data has been taken there as a part of AEGIS survey. The
XMM observations of D4 field were obtained through a proposal
of the AEGIS team (P.I. Nandra).
To date most of these data have been publicly available
through the ESA XMM-Newton Science Archive (XSA1 ) and we
have processed the X-ray data for all CFHTLS deep fields. The
coverage of the D3 by XMM is the smallest of all (0.2 deg2 ),
since most AEGIS data has been obtained using Chandra and
that program is still ongoing. The results of our survey for
COSMOS has already been used for the identification of X-ray
clusters in Finoguenov et al. (2007) and Finoguenov et al. (in
prep.), as well as cluster science exploration (Giodini et al. 2009;
Leauthaud et al. 2010). As the COSMOS field is treated in depth
in these other papers and the coverage of the D3 field is comparatively small, we focus here on the D1 and D4 fields.
The XMM coverage of both D1 and D4 are comparable with
the entire area of these two fields being observed to 10−20 ks
depth, thus presenting a homogeneous dataset. All X-ray observations that we have used in this work are listed in Table 1.
The initial data processing has been done using the
XMMSAS version 7.1 (Watson et al. 2001; Kirsch et al. 2004;
Saxton et al. 2005). Upon creating the calibrated event files, we
perform a more conservative removal of time intervals aﬀected
by solar flares, following the procedure described in Zhang
et al. (2004). In order to increase our capability of detecting
extended, low surface brightness features, we have applied the
four-stage background subtraction of Finoguenov et al. (2007).
We also check for a high background that can be present in the
MOS chips (Kuntz & Snowden 2008), identifying and removing from further analysis the following hot chips: MOS1 chip 4
in ODF 0404960101 and MOS2 chip 5 in ODFs 021049001,
0404960101, 0404960501. The resulting countrate-to-flux conversion in the 0.5−2 keV band excluding the lines is 1.59 ×10−12
for pn and 5.41 ×10−12 for each MOS detector, calculated for the
source spectrum, corresponding to the APEC (Smith et al. 2001)
model for a collisional plasma of 2 keV temperature, 1/3 solar
1

http://xmm.esac.esa.int/xsa/

2.3. CFHTLS deep optical data

All optical data used in this work was taken on the CanadaFrance-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) as part of the CFHT Legacy
Survey (CFHTLS). Specifically, we utilize the T0006 release of
the Deep survey in the CFHT D1 and D4 fields2 . The CFHTLS
2

http://terapix.iap.fr/cplt/T0006-doc.pdf
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Table 1. X-ray observations.
Name

Obs. ID

XMM_LSS_2
XMM_LSS_3
XMM_LSS_4
XMM_LSS_5
XMDSOM_1
XMDSOM_2
XMDSOM_3
XMDSOM_5
XMDSOM_6
XMDSSSC_1
XMDSSSC_2
XMDSSSC_3
XMDSSSC_4
XMDSSSC_2
MLS-1
MLS-2
MLS-3
MLS-5
MLS-8
MLS-7
MLS-6
XLSSJ022404.0-04132
XMM-LSS_4
XMDSOM_4
LBQS2212-1759
LBQS2212-1759
LBQS2212-1759
LBQS2212-1759
CFHTLS_D4_1
CFHTLS_D4_2
CFHTLS_D4_3
CFHTLS_D4_4
CFHTLS_D4_5

0037980201
0037980301
0037980401
0037980501
0109520101
0109520201
0109520301
0109520501
0109520601
0111110101
0111110201
0111110301
0111110401
0111110701
0112680101
0112680201
0112680301
0112680401
0112680501
0112681001
0112681301
0210490101
0404960101
0404960501
0106660101
0106660201
0106660501
0106660601
0505460101
0505460201
0505460301
0505460401
0505460501

RA

Dec
(J2000)
36.00000
−3.83333
36.33334
−3.83333
36.66666
−3.83333
37.00000
−3.83333
35.83333
−4.16667
36.83334
−4.83333
36.50000
−4.83333
35.83333
−4.83333
35.66667
−4.50000
37.00000
−5.16667
36.66666
−5.16667
36.33334
−5.16667
36.00000
−5.16667
36.66666
−5.16667
36.83334
−4.16667
36.50000
−4.16667
36.16667
−4.16667
37.00000
−4.50000
36.00000
−4.50000
36.33334
−4.50000
36.66666
−4.50000
36.00834
−4.18861
36.66666
−3.83333
36.16667
−4.83333
333.88196 −17.73492
333.88196 −17.73492
333.88196 −17.73492
333.88196 −17.73492
334.22229 −17.92925
333.49088 −17.87772
334.14038 −17.45453
333.64246 −17.44842
333.85226 −18.09394

PI
M. Pierre
M. Pierre
M. Pierre
M. Pierre
K. Mason
K. Mason
K. Mason
K. Mason
K. Mason
M. Watson
M. Watson
M. Watson
M. Watson
M. Watson
M. Turner
M. Turner
M. Turner
M. Turner
M. Turner
M. Turner
M. Turner
L. Jones
M. Pierre
M. Pierre
J. Clavel
J. Clavel
J. Clavel
J. Clavel
K. Nandra
K. Nandra
K. Nandra
K. Nandra
K. Nandra

Filtera
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Medium
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Thin1
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

pn
7780.1
7762.5
3029.7
10 294.4
18 571.5
17 389.9
15 097.4
17 300.5
15 336.5
12 051.0
2142.7
16 788.3
18 321.3
5857.6
20 412.9
6390.5
16 841.3
18 032.3
14 100.4
18 199.3
9589.7
61 458.3
3752.0
7480.8
48 139.6
30 559.4
4391.1
69 304.4
15 579.8
16 975.0
21 628.4
4293.1
11 959.0

Net Exp (s)
MOS1
11 825.6
13 126.6
5858.6
14 390.3
24 756.3
24 087.9
20 780.1
23 176.2
21 098.1
20 382.5
5907.8
21 222.0
26 235.8
11 226.3
23 226.3
8159.4
21 034.0
22 559.3
20 720.2
20 108.7
15 886.8
73 743.5
15 728.5
9590.4
53 831.9
44 450.2
7675.9
85 376.6
24 137.6
24 725.6
27 582.6
13 787.9
19 149.9

MOS2
12 733.5
13 128.8
6011.8
14 906.3
24 768.6
24 150.9
21 299.1
23 186.8
21 768.6
19 159.7
7307.9
20 939.6
26 616.6
10 820.7
23 846.5
8148.5
20 375.4
22 823.7
20 728.6
20 330.6
15 903.5
71 108.0
15 341.6
10 312.9
54 507.2
44 544.6
7775.8
86 686.9
24 067.8
22 828.1
27 287.2
18 142.2
19 352.9

Notes. (a) Note that in all observations the same filters were used for the pn, MOS1 and MOS2.
Table 2. Photometric depths in the CFHTLS optical and WIRDS NIR
imaging.
u
D1
D4

27.0
26.5

g

r
i
z
J
H
(50% point-source completeness)
26.8 26.3 25.3 25.5 24.7 24.7
26.7 26.3 25.1 25.4 25.1 24.6

Ks
24.7
24.6

Deep data consists of imaging with u∗ griz filters. 50% pointsource completeness limits for this data are given in Table 2.
2.4. WIRDS near-infrared data

In addition to the optical data from the CFHTLS, we have used
near-infrared J, H and Ks deep imaging from the WIRcam
InfraRed Deep Survey (WIRDS, Bielby et al., in prep.). WIRDS
gives coverages of ∼0.6 deg2 and ∼0.4 deg2 in the CFHTLS D1
and D4 fields respectively. Again, 50% point-source completeness limits are given in Table 2.
We construct matched catalogues for both fields incorporating all eight available imaging bands. The WIRDS and CFHTLS
images are all provided with the same pixel-scale of 0.186 and
the same area in each field, allowing catalogues to be simply extracted using SExtractor in dual-image mode. We therefore produce two catalogues for each field, the first using a gri χ2 image
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as the detection image and the second using the Ks image as
the detection image. The gri χ2 images were in turn produced
using SWARP in χ2 combination mode using the CFHTLS g,
r and i band images in each field. The χ2 mode produces an
optimized combination of the input images where the output is
eﬀectively the probability of a given pixel being part of the skydistribution, based on a reduced χ2 with the background distribution (Szalay et al. 1999). We note that all images have approximately the same seeing quality of ≈0.6 −0.7 and as such we do
not perform any smoothing of the images to match FWHMs before running SExtractor. Photometric calibration of the infrared
observations was performed by matching to the 2MASS photometric data in these fields.
2.5. Photometric redshifts

We derived photometric redshifts using the Le Phare code
(Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al. 2006) with a χ2 templatefitting method applied to the CFHTLS/WIRDS 8-band photometry (u∗ grizJHKs ). Templates from Polletta et al. (2007) were
used in combination with the additional blue-galaxy templates
of Ilbert et al. (2009). The photo-z were estimated using the median of the probability distribution function (PDFz) rather than
the minimum of the χ2 distribution. We show the comparison
of the photometric redshifts to available spectroscopic redshifts
in the two fields (see Sect. 2.2 for details of the spectroscopic
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step in background refinement performed by Finoguenov et al.
(2010), in which we repeat the background estimate steps for
each detector and pointing. This refines the definition of the area
used for the background evaluation, which is obtained through
the analysis of the final mosaics. In particular, the area free from
expected contamination of sources is refined based on the PSF
model image, in which we excise zones where the eﬀect of point
sources leads to a statistical overestimate of the background (despite no eﬀect being detected individually).
We use the 4σ detection threshold in the wavelet analysis using the 32 and 64 scales applied to point-source free
maps. In the following we will report direct flux estimates, made
within ellipses determined by detection of the signal at 90% confidence level. When the signal strength on flux measurement is
below 4σ, simulations show that contamination from unresolved
point sources can be high (Burenin et al. 2008).
3.2. Cluster red-sequence

Fig. 1. Comparison of the spectroscopic and photometric redshifts in
the CFHTLS D1 and D4 fields. All photometric redshifts are taken form
our 8-band WIRDS photometric redshift catalogues. Spectroscopic redshifts are from the VVDS ultra-deep (23 < i < 24.75) sample for the D1
data (black squares) and the AAOmega spectra described in Sect. 2.2
(open blue circles) and 5 spectroscopic redshifts from Stanford et al.
(2006) (filled red circles) for the D4 data.

data) in Fig. 1. The black squares show the comparison between
our photometric redshifts and the VVDS ultra-deep data in the
CFHTLS D1 field, whilst the blue circles show the comparison
with AAOmega spectroscopic redshifts in the D4 field and the
red filled circles show the results for galaxies identified in the
z = 1.45 cluster of Stanford et al. (2006). We find accuracies
of the photometric redshifts of σΔz/(1+z) = 0.032 with a failure
rate of 2.5% when comparing the photometric redshifts to the
VVDS Deep data in the D1 field. Comparing with the VVDS
ultra-deep spectroscopic redshifts, we find σΔz/(1+z) = 0.037 with
a failure rate of 1%. These figures are derived across the redshift
range 0 < z < 2 and using only flag 3 and 4 objects from the
spectroscopic datasets. We note that we see a slight systematic
under-prediction of redshifts at z >
∼ 1. As discussed, the PSF in
the optical and infrared images are relatively consistent and we
have not performed any PSF matching. However, the minor differences in the PSF are the likely cause of the observed systematic oﬀset. Although it will cause us to marginally underestimate
cluster redshifts (by Δz ∼ 0.05), it should not aﬀect our ability
to identify galaxy over-densities, whilst the cluster redshifts may
be more precisely identified using spectroscopic follow-up.

3. Cluster detection
3.1. Extended X-ray source detections

We use the prescription of Finoguenov et al. (2010) for extended
source detection, which consists of removing the PSF model
for each detected point source from the data before applying
the extended source search algorithm. We include an additional

In order to identify optical counterparts of the extended X-ray
sources, we have made use of the red-sequence technique used
in Finoguenov et al. (2010), which is itself a refinement of
the photo-z concentration technique used by Finoguenov et al.
(2007).
The method is based on the modeling of the red-sequence,
which is performed using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) population synthesis code, with a passive evolution model of a single
stellar population (SSP) and assuming the Chabrier initial mass
function (Chabrier 2003) and no dust-extinction. The slope of
the red-sequence is then reproduced by fitting the SSP models
(formed at zf = 5) to the Coma cluster red-sequence with a range
of metallicities. We assume that the slope of the red-sequence is
entirely due to the mass-metalicity relation, as suggested by both
observations and theoretical work (Kodama & Arimoto 1997;
Stanford et al. 1998).
For a given X-ray source, we fit galaxy colours and magnitudes from the Ks selected catalogues at the cluster location to
the red-sequence model described above over the redshift range
0 < z < 2. At each redshift step within this range, galaxies within
an area of radius 0.5 Mpc of the centre of the X-ray detection
and within Δzphot < 0.2 of the given redshift step are extracted
and the significance of an overdensity of red galaxies around the
model red-sequence is estimated. This significance is determined
with a weighting applied such that galaxies closer to the X-ray
centre are given a higher weighting. All significant red-sequence
detections are then recorded. The weighting, w(z), is given by:
⎡ 
 
  2 ⎤

⎢⎢⎢ ci − cm (z, mi ) 2
mi − mm (z) 2
ri ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
w(z) = exp ⎢⎣−
−
−
⎥ (1)
σi,c
σmag
σr ⎦
i
where ci and mi are the observed colour and magnitude of the
ith galaxy. σi,c is the error on the observed colour, cm (z, mi ) is
the model red-sequence colour at the observed magnitude, mi ,
whilst mm (z) is the characteristic magnitude based on the model
and σmag is a smoothing parameter. Finally ri is the distance from
the X-ray centre and σr is a spatial smoothing factor. The significance of the red-sequence measure is estimated based on this
weighting calculation relative to the median red-sequence signal
measured at random positions and redshifts within the field. No
explicit magnitude cut is placed on the galaxy sample for this
analysis, however the presence of the errors on the colour and
the magnitude in the denominators means that faint sources with
high magnitude errors are given low weightings.
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The three diﬀerent terms in Eq. (1) perform weighting on colour, magnitude and spatial clustering respectively.
Appropriate colour-magnitude scales are chosen based on the
redshift range being probed. These are as follows:
–
–
–
–

0 < z < 0.5: (b − i) colour, i magnitude
0.5 < z < 1: (r − z) colour, z magnitude
1 < z < 1.5: (i − J) colour, J magnitude
1.5 < z < 2: (z − Ks ) colour, Ks magnitude.

As stated, we focus solely on the high redshift sources identified
by the red-sequence analysis, as it is at z >
∼ 1.1 that the deep
near-infrared data provides significant improvements over what
is possible using optical data alone. For example, Olsen et al.
(2007) perform a cluster search in the CFHTLS fields using the
CFHTLS deep optical data and are limited to identifying redshifts of counterparts for clusters at z < 1.1 only.
The success of applying the red-sequence method to identifying cluster members at z > 1.1 is reliant on a number of
factors. The first factor is the sensitivity of the data to the presence of the red-sequence. We show the characteristic magnitude as a function of redshift in the top panel of Fig. 3. In the
range 1 < z < 1.5, this is J band magnitude is used, whilst at
1.5 < z < 2.0, the Ks band magnitude is used. Additionally,
we show the median photometric redshift errors as a function of
redshift for all galaxies within m∗m ± 1 in both the D1 (solid line)
and D4 (dashed line) fields (middle panel) and the n(z) distribution of this population again for both the D1 (solid line) and D4
(dashed line) datasets (bottom panel). The increase in the photometric redshift errors will act to smear the redshift distribution.
However, for the m = m∗m ± 1 population potted, the median photometric redshift error remains well below the redshift selection
window (zrs ± 0.2) we apply prior to the red-sequence analysis.
Furthermore, the method is reliant on the red-sequence being in place in clusters in the survey volume. At the present
time, the red-sequence has been confirmed to be in place at least
to z = 1.62 based on the observations of Tanaka et al. (2010).
However, observations of clusters at z > 1.5 are somewhat limited and the prevalence of the red-sequence and it’s dominance
over star-forming galaxies in clusters at these redshifts is far
from certain. A fraction of groups and clusters at such redshifts
may be dominated by star-forming galaxies, in which case the
success rate of the red-sequence analysis would be reduced.
We note that the model red sequence shows an oﬀset with
respect to the observed red sequence at a given redshift. This is
due to the systematic uncertainty in the models and also due to
small photometric zero point errors in the observed data. We do
not calibrate the oﬀset with spectroscopically confirmed clusters
as it is diﬃcult due to the lack of spectroscopic redshifts particularly at high-z. The cluster redshifts are estimated using the
median redshifts of the galaxies identified as cluster members
via the above method.
For all of the detections, we perform visual checks of the redsequence identifications and assign a flag based on the quality of
the identification. These were assigned based on the following
criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

good X-ray centre, reliable redshift estimate;
unable to use X-ray centre, reliable redshift estimate;
spectroscopic redshift confirmation required;
potential projection eﬀects;
redshift identification potentially unreliable;
identification ok, but not a group/cluster;
no identification possible;
detection out of IR data area;
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Note that as we only present a subset of the cluster identifications
in this paper, not all the flag values are utilized in this paper,
however we list the full range of possible flags for consistency
with the full catalogue, which includes the z <
∼ 1.1 detections.
3.3. Cluster properties and scaling relations

From the cluster apperture flux measurements and redshift estimates we derive the total cluster fluxes, luminosities and masses.
The XMM X-ray observations will not be sensitive to the outer
faint regions of the cluster X-ray emission, particularly so given
the distant nature of the clusters presented here. Deriving an
accurate estimate of the total flux therefore relies on two possible methods, re-observation to gain greater depth or modeling of the X-ray profile. In this work we extrapolate the total
flux for each cluster from the observed flux, Fd , by iteratively
fitting a β-model to the observed X-ray emission, from which
we estimate the correction factor, Cβ (z, T ). Thus the total flux is
given by:
F(<r500 ) = Cβ (z, T )Fd

(2)

where r500 is the radius enclosing the matter density 500× the
critical density, which corresponds to the observed steepening in
the surface brightness profiles of clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2006).
Reiprich & Böhringer (2002), amongst others, have shown that
the bulk of the cluster flux is contained within this radius. The
β-model (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976) is given by:
⎡
2 ⎤−3β+1/2

⎢⎢⎢
⎥⎥⎥
r
⎢
⎥⎥
S (r) = S (0) ⎢⎣1 +
(3)
rcore ⎦
where S (0) is the central flux, r is the cluster radius and we use
the parameters β and rcore given by the scaling relations:
β = 0.4(kT/1 keV)1/3

(4)

and
rcore = 0.07(kT/1 keV)0.63 r500 .

(5)

We note that although the β-model is considered a good description of the cluster shape, characterization of the outskirts remains
uncertain, whilst groups show a larger scatter in their X-ray profiles. Further, given the redshift range we are probing in this paper, it is important to note that these scaling relations have been
derived at redshifts of z < 1.
In order to estimate the intrinsic cluster luminosity, we apply the K-correction following the approach used by and described in Reiprich & Böhringer (2002), Böhringer et al. (2004)
and Finoguenov et al. (2007) among others. Therefore, applying
the K-correction to account for the temperature and redshift of
individual clusters, the intrinsic luminosity is given by:
L0.1−2.4 keV = 4πdL2 K(z, T )Cβ (z, T )Fd

(6)

where dL is the luminosity distance to the cluster.
From the luminosity, we estimate both the mass and temperatures for a given cluster based on derived scaling relations
(Markevitch et al. 1998). The cluster temperature is therefore
given by:
kT = 0.2 + 6 × 10[log10 (L0.1−2 keV /Ez )−44.45]/2.1

(7)

where Ez is given by:
Ez =

ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩΛ .

(8)
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Fig. 2. X-ray contour maps of the CFHTLS D1 (left) and D4 (right) fields. The grey-scale shows the smoothed X-ray flux. Detected extended
X-ray cluster candidates are ringed and numbered, whilst point-source X-ray cluster candidates are marked by red crosses and numbered field.
Both maps cover an area of 1◦ × 1◦ , the entirety of which is covered by the CFHTLS deep optical u∗ griz data. The solid lines denote the extent of
our near-infrared JHKs imaging data.

The radius measure, r500 , is then related to the cluster temperature, kT , by:
r500 = 0.391 Mpc (kT/keV)0.63 /Ez

(9)

We solve for the above inter-related parameters iteratively for
each cluster starting from the observed X-ray signal.
The above procedure of measuring the cluster luminosity
has been calibrated against weak lensing mass measurement in
Leauthaud et al. (2010) within z < 1, yielding
0.64±0.03

LX Ez−1
M200 Ez = 1013.7 M (1.07 ± 0.15)
· (10)
1042.7 erg s−1

found to not be associated with galaxy over-densities are most
likely the result of source confusion of close pairs. This is an
issue that we are actively working to resolve, whilst our requirement of dual detection of both an extended X-ray emission and a
clustered red-sequence should minimize the eﬀect of false detections in our final catalogue. As discussed, in this paper we focus
on those sources with red-sequence identifications at z ≥ 1.1 as it
is the identification of this population that the deep near-infrared
data facilitates.

4. Cluster candidates at z >
∼ 1.1

In Table 3 we present the locations of the extended X-ray detections and the results of the red-sequence analysis. We list the
red-sequence redshift estimate, zrs (Col. 6) with the significance
of the result, σrs (Col. 7). The median photometric redshift of the
galaxies selected via the red-sequence analysis, zphot , is given in
Col. 8. Spectroscopic redshift identifications are given in Col. 9,
where redshift in italics represent tentative identifications based
on either a QSO that may be identified with the cluster, non-redsequence galaxies at the estimated cluster redshift or just a single
red-sequence identified galaxy having a spectroscopic redshift.
Normal text denotes multiple corroborating spectroscopic identifications of red-sequence galaxies.

Our XMM-Newton maps of both fields (CFHTLS D1 and D4)
are shown in Fig. 2, with the z ≥ 1.1 cluster candidates denoted
by the red ellipses and numbers (the numbers corresponding directly to the IDs given in Table 4). The extent of the WIRDS data
is shown by the solid outlines and corresponds to 5 WIRcam
pointings in the D1 field and 3 in the D4 field. In total we detect 62 extended X-ray sources within the D1 field and 40 within
the D4 field. Typically all sources are based on detections of
>30 counts. In the D1, we find that 46 out of the 62 detections
appear to be associated with galaxy over-densities identified using the red-sequence analysis, with 40 being at z < 1.1 and 6
being at z ≥ 1.1. In the D4, the number of X-ray sources associated with a red-sequence detection is 28 out of the 40, with 22
being at z < 1.1 and 6 being at z ≥ 1.1. The X-ray detection

For each candidate we present the spatial distribution of redsequence selected galaxies, the magnitude-colour diagram used
to identify the red-sequence, the red-sequence “signal” as a function of redshift and the redshift histogram within the analysis
radius. We also provide for each cluster a 2.5 × 2.5 (or larger
for the more extended detections) giKs colour image constructed
using the STIFF software (Bertin 2010). We use the g-band image to provide the blue channel, the i-band image for the green
channel and the Ks -band image to provide the red channel and
tailor the gamma correction and lower and upper brightness limits in order to optimize the images for publication. X-ray contours have been overlayed on the colour images in each case,
whilst galaxies selected as cluster members via the red-sequence

This is consistent with local measurements of the massluminosity relations, within the adopted correction for expected
evolution with redshift. In this work we perform the mass estimates of the clusters by extrapolating this relation to higher
redshifts.
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Table 3. WIRD cluster survey z>
∼1.1 cluster candidates.
ID

Field

Cat no.a

RA

WIRDXC J0224.3-0408
WIRDXC J0225.0-0421
WIRDXC J0227.2-0423
WIRDXC J0225.2-0429
WIRDXC J0225.8-0434
JKCS 041 (a)
JKCS 041 (b)

D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1

23
44
48
58
64
76
76

36.0777
36.2442
36.7988
36.2938
36.4403
36.6808
36.6808

WIRDXC J2216.3-1729
XMMXCS J2215.9-1738
WIRDXC J2216.4-1748
WIRDXC J2213.9-1750
BLOX J2215.9-1751.6
WIRDXC J2214.2-1757

D4
D4
D4
D4
D4
D4

17
25
32
37
38
50

334.0701
333.9975
334.1084
333.4828
333.9883
333.5445

zrs

σrs

zphot

zspec b

Flag

−4.1403
−4.3550
−4.3861
−4.4955
−4.5826
−4.6951
−4.6951

+0.13
1.26−0.08
+0.26
1.24−0.05
+0.04
1.24−0.09
+0.04
1.46−0.08
+0.04
1.14−0.01
+0.06
1.07−0.06
+0.28
1.49−0.06

9.1
6.5
2.9
4.0
2.7
5.4
6.0

1.45
1.39
1.24
1.46
1.14
1.10
1.49

−
−
1.32
−
1.10
1.13
−

3
3
5
5
5
1
3

−17.4900
−17.6340
−17.8084
−17.8372
−17.8574
−17.9652

+0.04
1.46−0.01
+0.09
1.37−0.19
+0.09
1.41−0.08
+0.11
1.16−0.06
+0.12
1.11−0.06
+0.11
1.20−0.04

2.1
17.9
3.1
5.4
8.5
2.5

1.46
1.37
1.40
1.16
1.17
1.28

−
1.45
1.42
−
−
−

5
1
3
3
3
5

Dec
(J2000)

Notes. a Running ID number in full extended X-ray source catalogue; b redshifts in italics are tentative based on a single spectroscopic redshift,
spectroscopic redshifts of galaxies not selected in the red-sequence analysis or the redshift of a QSO.

listed here were detected in the X-ray data and are estimated
to be at z ≥ 1.1 based on the red-sequence analysis described
above in conjunction with photometric redshifts. Cluster IDs are
given (Col. 1). The best estimated redshift (photometric or spectroscopic) is given in Col. 2. For each cluster we give r200 (i.e.
the radius enclosing a matter density 200× the critical density,
Col. 3), the iteratively determined total flux, F(r < r500 ) (Col. 4),
and mass, M200 (Col. 5), the X-ray luminosity, LX (Col. 6) and
the cluster temperature, T X (Col. 7). Finally the detection reliability flag is given in Col. 10. Note that for the calculations
of the cluster properties, we have used a flat cosmology with
Ωm = 0.25 and h = 0.72 in order to be consistent with the
Leauthaud et al. (2010).
All the following candidates were detected using the available X-ray data and analyzed using the full 8-band photometry available in the optical from CFHTLS-deep and the nearinfrared from WIRDS. We have checked all our candidates
against known clusters using the NASA Extragalactic Database
(NED). In cases where a candidate has already been identified,
with or without a redshift estimate, we compare our results with
the previous detection.
4.1. CFHTLS D1 extended sources
Fig. 3. Top panel: the characteristic magnitude as a function of redshift
used in Eq. (1). Note that the J band magnitudes are used in the redshift
range 1 < z < 1.5 and the Ks band magnitudes are used at 1.5 < z <
2.0. Middle panel: median photometric redshift errors of galaxies in the
magnitude range m∗m (z) ± 1 as a function of redshift for the D1 (solid
line) and D4 (dashed line) fields. Bottom panel: the photometric redshift
distribution of galaxies in the Ks selected catalogue with magnitudes of
m = m∗m (z) ± 1.

method are highlighted (white arrows) and, where available,
spectroscopic redshifts are denoted (white circles).
We provide the details of our cluster analysis based on the
estimated redshifts and X-ray data in Table 4. All candidates
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In the D1 field we detect 6 z >
∼ 1.1 extended X-ray cluster candidates using the combination of X-ray and NIR data. The X-ray
data covers the entire 1 deg2 of the CFHTLS deep field, whilst
the NIR data covers ∼0.6 deg2 . Our z >
∼ 1.1 detections are necessarily limited to the area covered by the NIR imaging. The candidate locations are shown over-layed on the smoothed X-ray
data in Fig. 2. Coordinates and cluster properties are presented
in Table 4. In the following sub-sections we present each of the
cluster candidates identified in the CFHTLS D1 field.
4.1.1. WIRDXC J0224.3-0408 (D1-23)

In the first high redshift candidate in the D1 field, we find a
clearly extended X-ray signal (yellow contours in Fig. 4) with

R. M. Bielby et al.: The WIRCAM Deep Infrared Cluster Survey. I.
Table 4. WIRD cluster survey z>
∼1.1 cluster candidates.
ID

za

WIRDXC J0224.3-0408
WIRDXC J0225.0-0421
WIRDXC J0227.2-0423
WIRDXC J0225.2-0429
WIRDXC J0225.8-0434
JKCS 041b
JKCS 041
WIRDXC J2216.3-1729
XMMXCS J2215.9-1738
WIRDXC J2216.4-1748
WIRDXC J2213.9-1750
BLOX J2215.9-1751.6
WIRDXC J2214.2-1757

1.45
1.39
1.24
1.46
1.14
1.13
1.49
1.46
1.45
1.40
1.16
1.17
1.28

r200
(◦ )
0.0169
0.0171
0.0189
0.0186
0.0213
0.0259
0.0224
0.0162
0.0229
0.0203
0.0213
0.0224
0.0207

F(<r500 )
(10−15 erg/s/cm2 )
1.92 ± 0.31
1.44 ± 0.55
2.43 ± 0.62
3.02 ± 0.67
4.27 ± 0.84
<11.02 ± 1.59
<10.42 ± 1.50
1.19 ± 0.46
10.80 ± 0.45
4.59 ± 0.49
3.65 ± 0.74
5.13 ± 0.39
4.02 ± 0.95

M200
(1014 M )
0.85 ± 0.08
0.73 ± 0.16
0.91 ± 0.13
1.03 ± 0.13
1.15 ± 0.13
<1.78 ± 0.15
<1.88 ± 0.16
0.68 ± 0.15
1.91 ± 0.05
1.25 ± 0.08
1.03 ± 0.12
1.22 ± 0.06
1.14 ± 0.15

LX (0.1−2.4 keV)
(1043 erg s−1 )
6.05 ± 0.99
4.61 ± 2.06
4.96 ± 1.26
7.49 ± 1.67
6.48 ± 1.27
<11.68 ± 1.68
<21.42 ± 3.08
3.72 ± 1.45
20.50 ± 0.85
9.43 ± 1.01
4.91 ± 1.00
6.64 ± 0.50
6.83 ± 1.62

TX
(keV)
2.18 ± 0.15
1.85 ± 0.28
2.10 ± 0.22
2.43 ± 0.22
2.41 ± 0.20
3.20 ± 0.24
3.85 ± 0.24
1.80 ± 0.27
3.82 ± 0.07
2.73 ± 0.13
2.17 ± 0.18
2.47 ± 0.08
2.44 ± 0.24

Flag
3
3
5
5
5
1
3
5
1
3
3
3
5

Notes. (a) Best estimate cluster redshift – photometric redshift unless multiple corroborating spectroscopic redshifts are available. (b) We detect
multiple structures with the red-sequence analysis for JKCS 041. However, we are unable to separate the X-ray emissions from the diﬀerent
structures and therefore give upper limits to the X-ray properties based on taking the entire X-ray emission for each.

a extended flux signal of 6.2σ. The region of the X-ray detection
is somewhat obscured in the optical/NIR data due to a bright
foreground star. We see a strong signal in the red-sequence analysis, however the signal is very broad and covers the range
z ≈ 1.1−1.6. Two peaks in the analysis are visible, the first
at z = 1.26+0.13
−0.08 , with a significance of 9.1σ and the second at
+0.20
z = 1.53−0.04, with a significance of 6.4σ. The broadness of the
two peaks in the red-sequence analysis suggest that they may be
caused by the same structure at a single redshift (we note that the
bright star close to this candidate may be aﬀecting the photometry). Taking the photometric redshift distribution, we observe a
large peak at high redshift with z = 1.45. Given the large uncertainties on the red-sequence results and the general consensus
with the photometric redshift peak, we take the median redshift
of this peak (i.e. z = 1.45) as the cluster redshift. There are no
apparent red-sequence signals below z ∼ 1.1.
Based on this redshift estimate, we predict a cluster mass
of M200 = 0.85 × 1014 M and an X-ray luminosity of LX =
6.1 × 1043 erg s−1 .

4.1.2. WIRDXC J0225.0-0421 (D1-44)

Candidate WIRDXC J0225.0-0421 is shown in Fig. 5. The X-ray
signal is measured with a significance of ∼2.6σ. Analyzing the
red-sequence result, we see a broad peak from z ∼ 1.2 to z ∼ 1.5
with a significance of ∼5σ. The primary solution gives a redshift
of z = 1.24+0.26
−0.05 . This correlates with a peak in the redshift distribution and we find a median photometric redshift of the galaxies
in this structure of z = 1.39. Looking at the spatial distribution
of the z ≈ 1.39 red-sequence galaxies, we find a strongly clustered group within the X-ray contours. A total of 13 galaxies are
classified as red-sequence members at the cluster redshift within
the observed X-ray contours. Again we see no significant signs
of structures at redshifts of z = 1.1 using either the NIR or optically selected catalogues.
Taking the z = 1.39 solution, we estimate a cluster mass of
M200 = 0.73 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of LX = 4.6 ×
1043 erg s−1 and a cluster radius of r200 = 0.017◦.

4.1.3. WIRDXC J0227.2-0423 (D1-48)

We find a ∼4σ signal for this X-ray source, which is clearly extended (Fig. 6). The red-sequence gives two possible solutions,
one at z = 1.24+0.04
−0.09 with a significance of 2.0σ and the second
at z = 0.23+0.03
with
a significance of 3.3σ.
−0.02
A number of the z ≈ 1.24 red-sequence selected galaxies lie
within the X-ray signal, whilst several of the brightest lie to the
North-West of the X-ray detection. One of these has a spectroscopic confirmation of z = 1.325 and lies close to the boundary
of the X-ray signal. A further galaxy selected as being a cluster member via the red-sequence method (and also close to the
edges of the X-ray detection) is found to have spectroscopically
measured redshift of z = 1.481, somewhat higher than our estimated cluster redshift. The full spectroscopic sample of galaxies
within ∼1.2 of the X-ray centre is given in Table 5, ordered by
their distance from the centre of the X-ray detection, Δr. We
also provide our photometric redshift estimate (zphot ) for each
object where available. The flag value provided gives the confidence level of the spectroscopic redshift measurement (zspec ) as
described in Sect. 2.2.
We estimate a cluster mass of M200 = 0.91 × 1014 M , an
X-ray luminosity of LX = 5.0 × 1043 erg s−1 and a cluster radius of r200 = 0.019◦ based on our z = 1.32 cluster redshift
estimate. The high sensitivity of X-rays towards low redshift
groups means that the contribution to the X-ray detection from
the z = 0.23 component will be very important, even in the presence of a confirmed high-z cluster. In this case the LX and M200
should be treated as upper limits.
4.1.4. WIRDXC J0225.2-0429 (D1-58)

X-ray source 58 the D1 field is a flag 5 cluster candidate with
an estimated redshift of z = 1.46. The red-sequence analysis results and thumbnail of the candidate are shown in Fig. 7. The
red-sequence detection at z = 1.46 is relatively weak compared
to other candidates, but we see few signs of alternative redsequence redshifts based on the analysis. The X-ray signal is
detected at a level of ∼4σ and we include this source in the high
redshift catalogue to help in indicating the upper limits on the
numbers of high redshift clusters in this field.
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Fig. 4. Top: spatial distribution, colour-magnitude plot and redshift distribution/significance from the red sequence analysis. The red points
in the spatial distribution and colour−magnitude plot show the photometrically identified red-sequence galaxies. Blue points show galaxies
not selected as being part of the red-sequence at the estimated cluster redshift and grey points show galaxies within the cluster radius at
other redshifts. The third panel shows the redshift distribution of galaxies within the cluster radius (divided by the overall field redshift distribution – field black histogram), whilst the significance of the redsequence detections as a function of redshift is given by the solid red
line. The dashed horizontal lines give the significance scale. Bottom:
colour image combining CFHTLS g, i and WIRDS Ks band imaging of
cluster candidate WIRDXC J0224.3-0408. The yellow contours show
the X-ray emission. White arrows denote galaxies selected via the redsequence analysis. The area covered by the image is 2.3 × 2.3 .

Iteratively solving for the cluster properties using the scaling
relations and the z = 1.46 redshift solution, we find a cluster
mass of M200 = 1.03 ± 0.13 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of
LX = 7.49 ± 2.43 × 1043 erg s−1 and a radius of r200 = 0.0186◦.
4.1.5. WIRDXC J0225.8-0434 (D1-64)

The thumbnail for candidate WIRDXC J0225.8-0434 is shown
in Fig. 8. The extended X-ray signal, detected at a signal of ∼5σ,
shows a relatively compact structure. The red-sequence analysis
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J0225.0-0421.

estimates a cluster redshift of z = 1.13+0.06
−0.06 with a confidence
of ∼2.6σ.
We find three zphot ≈ 1.13 red-sequence selected objects
within the X-ray contours, with a number of other sources at
comparable photometric redshifts close-by. A number of spectroscopically observed objects are available around this object
(see Fig. 6), two of which lie close to the estimated cluster redshift: the first at zspec = 1.169 and the second at zspec = 1.123.
We note that neither is selected as being a cluster member via
the red-sequence analysis.
Taking the estimated cluster redshift of z ∼ 1.13, we estimate
a cluster mass of M200 = 1.15 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity
of LX = 6.5 × 1043 erg s−1 and a cluster radius of r200 = 0.021◦.
4.1.6. JKCS 041 (D1-76)

This candidate was reported by Andreon et al. (2009). It is shown
in Fig. 10 and appears to be a complex combination of diﬀerent
structures along the line of sight. The X-ray detection is clearly
extended with a detection of 10.4 ± 1.5 × 10−15 erg/s/cm2 , making it the second brightest object in our z >
∼ 1.1 cluster catalogue.
Within the extended X-ray emission we also detected a pointsource signal in the XMM data, the location of which is given
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J0227.2-0423.

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J0225.2-0429.

Table 5. Spectroscopically confirmed galaxies around WIRDXC
J0227.2-0423 close to the predicted cluster redshift.

Table 6. Spectroscopically confirmed objects around WIRDXC
J0225.8-0434 within Δz = 0.1 of the estimated cluster redshift.

RA

Dec
(J2000)

36.7946
36.8162
36.7994
36.7836
36.8152
36.7828
36.8174

−4.3777
−4.3820
−4.3842
−4.3777
−4.3797
−4.3779
−4.3981

Δr
(◦ )

Ks
(AB)

zphot

zspec

Flag

RA

0.0094
0.0179
0.0020
0.0174
0.0176
0.0180
0.0221

21.09
24.87
21.14
20.45
23.42
22.87
22.99

+0.04
1.40−0.04
+0.06
1.17−0.05
+0.06
1.53−0.05
+0.07
1.55−0.05
+0.06
1.22−0.05
+0.06
1.81−0.27
−

1.325
1.191
1.179
1.298
1.293
1.227
1.150

2
2
1
1
3
22
2

36.4405
36.4332
36.4377
36.4383
36.4432
36.4228

by the blue × in Fig. 10. This point-source was identified and filtered out by the point-source removal processing and was measured to have a flux of 5.6 × 10−15 erg/s/cm2 .
From the public VVDS Deep Survey, a large number of spectroscopic redshifts are available within the field. Analyzing the
distribution of the spectroscopic identifications within 1.2 of the
X-ray profile centre (black histogram in Fig. 9), three redshift
peaks are evident at redshifts of z = 0.80, z = 0.96 and z = 1.13
(the redshift distribution of the complete VVDS deep sample is
given by the filled grey histogram in Fig. 9). We plot the galaxies

Dec
(J2000)
−4.5790
−4.5798
−4.5814
−4.5763
−4.5748
−4.5884

Δr
(◦ )

Ks
(AB)

zphot

zspec

Flag

0.0036
0.0076
0.0029
0.0066
0.0083
0.0185

23.81
22.61
20.69
21.73
21.05
22.65

+0.05
1.06−0.06
+0.03
1.07−0.03
+0.04
1.05−0.04
+0.03
1.12−0.03
+0.03
1.23−0.03
+0.04
1.12−0.03

1.169
1.123
1.095
1.176
1.177
1.170

3
3
2
3
3
2

identified at these redshifts in Fig. 10. Identified z ≈ 0.8 galaxies
are given by green circles, z ≈ 0.96 galaxies by orange circles
and z ≈ 1.12 galaxies by red circles.
Combining this data with the photometric redshift data and
the red-sequence analysis, we find firstly that the z = 0.80 galaxies appear to be oﬀset from the X-ray emission, whilst we see
no significant signal in the red-sequence analysis. From the photometric redshift analysis, we find that the photometric data for
these galaxies are (where an accurate photometric redshift has
been calculated) best fit by starburst templates, corroborating
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Fig. 9. Spectroscopic redshift distribution within 1.2 of the centre of the
X-ray emission for candidate JKCS 041 (solid black line histogram).
The redshift distribution of the entire sample is shown by the filled grey
histogram.

Fig. 8. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J0225.8-0434.
Spectroscopic redshifts are shown in green in the lower panel.

the lack of any red-sequence in these objects. Given the spatial
distribution of these galaxies and their blue colours, it is likely
that these are not associated with the bulk of the extended X-ray
signal.
Taking the z = 0.96 spectroscopic redshift peak, we find a
small signal in the red-sequence analysis, whilst the positions of
the spectroscopically confirmed z = 0.96 galaxies are well correlated with the X-ray contours. Again however, for the galaxies for which the photometric redshifts corroborate the spectroscopic redshifts, the photometric data are best fit by starburst
templates. Again the blue colours of these galaxies suggest that
they may not be associated with the bulk of the X-ray producing gas, although they remain a strong candidate for some sort
of structure, potentially a small group or filamentary structure
along the line of sight.
Moving to the third solution, we find a strong signal from
the red-sequence analysis at z = 1.07 ± 0.06, which corroborates
the z = 1.13 estimate from the spectroscopic redshift distribution. Taking the photometric fitting, the photometry for two of
the confirmed z = 1.13 galaxies is best fit by elliptical templates.
Out of the three spectroscopically identified solutions, we take
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the z = 1.13 solution as the most plausible structure to be associated with the bulk of the X-ray emission.
From the red-sequence analysis however, we find the
strongest red-sequence solution at a redshift of z = 1.49+0.28
−0.06 .
Selected cluster members at this redshift are highlighted by
white arrows in Fig. 10 and are observed to align well with the
X-ray contours. Three spectroscopic redshifts at z ≈ 1.5 are
available from the VVDS data, however these are not selected
as part of the red-sequence analysis and are attributed with spectroscopic flags of only 1 and 2. Despite the lack of spectroscopic
confirmation, this apparent z = 1.49 structure is a strong candidate as contributing source to the X-ray detection.
As stated, this X-ray source is at the same position as that
reported by Andreon et al. (2009) as a z = 1.9 cluster (the
centre coordinates of the two detections are within 0.2 of each
other). The Andreon et al. (2009) X-ray detection was made using observations from the Chandra X-ray telescope, making this
XMM based observation an independent detection of this cluster. Andreon et al. (2009) performed a red-sequence analysis using UKIDSS DR3 deep J and K NIR data. The latest depths
for these bands reported for the UKIDSS Seep Extragalactic
Survey (Warren et al. 2007) are J(Vega) = 22.2 and K(Vega) =
20.9 given 5σ detected point sources with 2 apertures (∼23.1
and ∼22.8 respectively in the AB system). This compares to
depths (in the AB system) from the WIRDS data of J = 24.3,
H = 24.1 and Ks = 24.1, again using 5σ detected point sources
with 2 aperture.
Using the UKIDSS JK data, Andreon et al. (2009) reported
a cluster redshift of z = 1.9 with a confidence of 6.5σ. In conjunction with this detection, they also comment that at least one
more cluster is detected along the line of sight. Based on the
red-sequence analysis with the CFHTLS/WIRDS data, we find
no significant detection of a red-sequence at z = 1.9.
We make estimates for cluster properties taking the z = 1.13
and z = 1.49 candidate structures. As discussed, the z = 1.13
solution appears to be confirmed by spectroscopic observations, whilst the z = 1.49 solution remains tentative and based
on photometric/red-sequence observations. Taking these two
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Table 7. Spectroscopically confirmed objects around JKCS 041 within
Δz = 0.1 of the estimated cluster redshift.
RA

Dec
(J2000)
36.6917 −4.6949
36.6920 −4.6920
36.6861 −4.7099
36.6720 −4.6811
36.6973 −4.6907
36.6831 −4.6980
36.6851 −4.6883
36.6848 −4.6870
36.6715 −4.6930
36.6713 −4.6832
36.6779 −4.6763
36.6822 −4.6978
36.6751 −4.7030
36.6687 −4.6911
36.6674 −4.7059
36.6648 −4.7045
36.6951 −4.6966
36.6891 −4.6798
36.6996 −4.6890

Δr
(◦ )
0.0108
0.0116
0.0158
0.0166
0.0170
0.0037
0.0080
0.0090
0.0095
0.0153
0.0190
0.0030
0.0098
0.0128
0.0173
0.0185
0.0143
0.0174
0.0198

Ks
(AB)
20.4
23.1
19.6
23.0
21.8
–
22.1
20.4
21.2
23.0
20.8
24.8
20.3
21.6
20.0
19.6
24.0
22.4
22.2

zphot

zspec

Flag

+0.03
0.76−0.03
+0.04
0.78−0.04
–
+0.04
0.75−0.04
+0.03
0.75−0.03
+0.44
2.10−0.71
+0.08
0.87−0.05
+0.04
0.99−0.03
+0.03
1.20−0.03
+0.04
0.94−0.06
+0.04
0.82−0.04
+0.10
0.95−0.11
+0.03
1.04−0.03
+0.03
1.08−0.03
+0.04
1.12−0.04
+0.03
0.96−0.03
+0.04
2.78−0.04
+0.14
1.56−0.07
+0.13
1.77−0.12

0.797
0.794
0.795
0.797
0.798
0.959
0.960
0.962
0.963
0.962
0.965
1.127
1.128
1.130
1.125
1.125
1.490
1.517
1.537

4
9
4
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
22
2
3
3
3
2
2
1

solutions, and using the total extended flux measurement in each
case, we place upper limits on the cluster mass for a cluster at
z = 1.13 of M200 < 1.78 ± 0.15 × 1014 M and for a cluster at
z = 1.49 of M200 < 1.88 ± 0.16 × 1014 M . We note that based on
this estimated upper limit for the mass of the possible z = 1.49
structure that the spectroscopic redshifts of the three objects span
too large a range to all be part of the same bound structure.
4.2. CFHTLS D4 extended X-ray sources

We have a total of six z >
∼ 1.1 extended X-ray cluster candidates
identified in the CFHTLS D4 field based on the initial X-ray detections in combination with the red-sequence/photometric redshift analysis. The distribution of these candidates are shown
(circled in red) in Fig. 2, over-layed on the filtered X-ray map.
4.2.1. WIRDXC J2216.3-1729 (D4-17)

The X-ray detection for candidate WIRDXC J2216.3-1729 is detected at a level of ∼2σ. This is a relatively weak source, with a
tentative red-sequence detection at z = 1.46. This detection (at a
level of ∼2.5σ) correlates with a peak in the photometric redshift
distribution at the same redshift. Given the low detection signals
involved, we attribute this candidate flag 5 and include it in the
sample as part of placing upper limits on the numbers of clusters
in the fields.
From the measured X-ray flux and the redshift estimate presented here, we find a cluster mass of M200 = 0.68 ± 0.15 ×
1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of LX = 3.72 ± 1.45 × 1043 erg s−1
and a radius of r200 = 0.0162◦.
4.2.2. XMMXCS J2215.9+1738 (D4-25)

This detection is the same as the spectroscopically confirmed
z = 1.4 cluster of Stanford et al. (2006). From our imaging, we

Fig. 10. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate JKCS 041 and with an image
size of 2.8 × 2.8 . The coordinates of the cluster as given by Andreon
et al. (2009) are shown by the blue cross.The location of the filtered out
point-source is given by the blue ×.

see a strong clustering of red-sequence galaxies both spatially
(Fig. 12, lower panel) and in magnitude-colour space (Fig. 12,
upper panels). The red-sequence analysis and photometric redshift distribution both indicate a cluster redshift of z = 1.37. This
is reassuringly close to the redshift measured by Stanford et al.
(2006) of z = 1.45 and confirms the reliability of our redshift
estimation techniques. In Fig. 12, we show those galaxies identified as cluster members by our red-sequence analysis. Four of
these have been spectroscopically confirmed as cluster members
by Stanford et al. (2006) and are circled and labeled in the figure.
Stanford et al. (2006) present spectra for a further two cluster
members that are not selected as cluster members as part of our
analysis, whilst from the AAOmega spectroscopic data we observe a QSO at z = 1.462 lying in what appear to be the cluster
outskirts. We give all the available spectroscopic redshifts from
Stanford et al. (2006) and AAOmega in Table 8.
Based on the spectroscopically measured cluster redshift
of z = 1.45, we estimate a cluster mass of M200 = 1.9 ±
0.05 × 1014 M . Taking the velocity dispersion of σv = 580 ±
140 km s−1 , measured by Hilton et al. (2007), and combining
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J2216.3-1729.
Table 8. Spectroscopically confirmed objects around XMMXCS
J2215.9-1738 within Δz = 0.1 of the estimated cluster redshift.
RA

Dec
(J2000)

333.9961
333.9953
333.9937
333.9937
333.9932
333.9885
334.0151

–17.6339
–17.6332
–17.6329
–17.6362
–17.6271
–17.6314
–17.6415

Δr
(◦ )

Ks
(AB)

zphot

zspec

Class

0.0014
0.0023
0.0039
0.0044
0.0081
0.0094
0.0191

20.56
20.87
20.63
20.36
22.22
21.27
21.00

+0.04
1.38−0.04
+0.04
1.42−0.04
+0.04
1.51−0.05
+0.03
1.41−0.04
+0.06
1.50−0.06
+0.10
1.37−0.04
+0.05
0.58−0.06

1.447
1.451
1.452
1.453
1.453
1.454
1.462

Gal
Gal
Gal
Gal
Gal
Gal
QSO

this with the virial radius of Rv = 1.05 Mpc estimated by the
same authors, the total virial mass is estimated to be MTot =
1.5 ± 0.6 × 1014 M , comparable to our estimate from the
X-ray observation. The X-ray luminosity is estimated to be
LX = 20.50 ± 0.85 × 1043 erg s−1 , with a cluster radius of
r200 = 0.0229◦.
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Fig. 12. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 and
with an image size of 3.3 × 3.3 . The white circles and numbers in
the lower panel indicate objects with spectroscopic redshifts. The blue
cross shows the coordinates of XMMXCS J2215.9-1738 as published
by Stanford et al. (2006).

4.2.3. WIRDXC J2216.4-1748 (D4-32)

WIRDXC J2216.4-1748 is a clear extended X-ray detection,
with several red-sequence galaxies at z = 1.4 found within the
X-ray detection (Fig. 13). The significance of the z = 1.4 redsequence detection is 2.7σ, whilst the X-ray detection is measured with a signal of ∼9σ. Although the red-sequence analysis
does not appear conclusive, we note that the detection coincides
with a strong peak in the photometric redshift distribution and
that no significant signal in the red-sequence analysis is seen at
any other redshifts.
We note that, although we have no spectroscopic confirmation of selected cluster members, we observe a spectroscopically
confirmed z = 1.42 quasar (taken from the AAOmega data and
given in Table 9) within the extended X-ray detection, which we
speculate may be part of this structure.
For this candidate, we find a cluster mass of M200 = 1.25 ±
0.08 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of LX = 9.43 ± 1.01 ×
1043 erg s−1 and a radius of r200 = 0.0203◦.
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J2216.4-1748 and with
an image size of 2.5 × 2.5 . The white circles and numbers in the lower
panel indicate objects with spectroscopic redshifts.

Fig. 14. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J2213.9-1750 and with
an image size of 2.5 × 2.5 .

Table 9. Spectroscopically confirmed objects around WIRDXC
J2216.4-1748 within Δz = 0.1 of the estimated cluster redshift.

cluster members are well clustered within the extended X-ray
emission.
We have only a single spectroscopic redshift from the
AAOmega data in the region of this candidate, however it lies
at a lower redshift and is not selected as a cluster member by our
analysis. Based on a cluster redshift of z = 1.40, we estimate a
cluster mass of M200 = 1.0 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of
LX = 4.9 × 1043 erg s−1 and a cluster radius of r200 = 0.021◦

RA

Dec
(J2000)
334.1091 –17.8035

Δr
(◦ )
0.0050

Ks
(AB)
19.41

zphot

zspec

Class

−

1.419

QSO

4.2.4. WIRDXC J2213.9-1750 (D4-37)

4.2.5. BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 (D4-38)

The red-sequence analysis and giKs image with selected cluster
members and spectroscopic identifications for cluster candidate
WIRDXC J2213.9-1750 are shown in Fig. 14. The X-ray detection for this source is measured at a signal of ∼5σ and is clearly
extended.
The detection lies close to the edge of our NIR data and
thus have larger photometric errors than in the main regions of
our data. In addition the central region is obscured by a bright
star, hampering the red-sequence analysis. Despite these problems, we detect a strong peak in the red-sequence analysis at
z = 1.16 with a significance of 4.6σ. The galaxies selected as

This candidate is also detected in the work of Dietrich et al.
(2007) and is listed as BLOX J2215.9-1751.6. They find a reliable X-ray detection with a flux measurement of 5.7 ± 0.6 ×
10−15 erg/s/cm2 and an angular diameter of the major axis of
16.8 . This compares to our detection of F(<r500 ) = 5.1 ±
0.59 × 10−15 erg/s/cm2 and r200 = 0.0224◦ (≈80 ). They are
unable to measure a redshift for this source however as their
analysis is limited to BVRI imaging with no NIR data. The
candidate may also be present in the cluster survey of Olsen
et al. (2007), who present a candidate (CFHTLS-CL J221556175023) at a distance of 1.05 from our detected cluster core
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Fig. 15. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 and with
an image size of 3.3 × 3.3 . The blue crosses mark the central coordinates of the detections of BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 by Dietrich et al.
(2007) and of CFHTLS-CL J221556-175023 (oﬀset by 1.05 northwards of our detection) by Olsen et al. (2007).

with a redshift estimate of z = 1.1. The Olsen et al. (2007)
analysis is limited to CFHTLS u∗ griz data and attribute the detection their lowest confidence grade (D). The locations of the
X-ray detections for BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 and CFHTLS-CL
J221556-175023 are given by the blue crosses in the giKs image
in Fig. 15. BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 aligns with the centre of our
X-ray contours, whilst CFHTLS-CL J221556-175023 is oﬀset
to the North.
Using the optical plus NIR data, our red-sequence analysis
(Fig. 15) produces a significant peak in the probability distribution at z = 1.11 (with a significance of 8.5σ). This is reinforced
by a strong peak in the photometric redshift distribution with a
median redshift of z = 1.17. Galaxies selected as part of the redsequence at z = 1.17 are highlighted with the white arrows in
Fig. 15. A number of the brightest of these galaxies are clearly
clustered within the core of the X-ray extended signal and appear
to follow the shape of the X-ray profile.
A small number of spectroscopic redshifts are available
in the region around this cluster candidate, however none are
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Fig. 16. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDXC J2214.2-1757. The
white circles and numbers in the lower panel indicate objects with spectroscopic redshifts.

available for any of the galaxies selected as cluster members via
the red-sequence analysis.
Estimating the clustering properties from the given redshift,
we find a cluster mass of M200 = 1.22 ± 0.06 × 1014 M , an
X-ray luminosity of LX = 6.64 ± 0.50 × 1043 erg/s and a radius
of r200 = 0.0224◦.
4.2.6. WIRDXC J2214.2-1757 (D4-50)

The thumbnail for candidate WIRDXC J2214.2-1757 is shown
in Fig. 16. The extended X-ray signal, detected at a signal
of ∼4σ, shows a relatively compact structure. The red-sequence
analysis estimates a cluster redshift of z = 1.28 with a confidence of 3σ. Visually the red-sequence selected galaxies do not
appear to be well spatially clustered.
We have no spectroscopic data for any of the galaxies in the
X-ray emission region. However we note another QSO from the
AAOmega spectroscopic data close to the X-ray emission and at
a redshift of z = 1.196. This is given in Table 10.
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Table 10. Spectroscopically confirmed objects around WIRDXC
J2214.2-1757 within Δz = 0.1 of the estimated cluster redshift.
RA

Dec
(J2000)
333.5403 –17.9484

Δr
(◦ )
0.0173

Ks
(AB)
19.38

zphot

zspec

Class

−

1.196

QSO

Based on a redshift of 1.28, we estimate a cluster mass of
M200 = 1.14 ± 0.15 × 1014 M , an X-ray luminosity of LX =
6.83 ± 1.62 × 1043 erg s−1 and a radius of r200 = 0.0207◦.
4.3. X-ray unresolved candidates?

Thus far all the detected candidates have been part of the extended source catalogue. As discussed, this excludes any sources
that are close in size to the PSF of the image within the constraints we have set. Especially as we are concerned with highredshift systems, this risks the possibility of missing particularly
compact/faint clusters. We have therefore reviewed the pointsource catalogue for the two fields, running the red-sequence algorithm with the weighting tuned to select more compact spatial
clustering by setting σr = 300 kpc.
From this analysis, we find three candidates for high redshift
compact clusters that are filtered out by the algorithm used to detect extended X-ray emission. The thumbnails and red-sequence
results for these are shown in Figs. 17−19.
The first candidate is found in the D1 field and based on the
red-sequence analysis for this source, we estimate a redshift of
z = 1.35. This red-sequence detection is found with a strong
signal, but the red-sequence members are distributed outside of
the X-ray point source signal. We see no obvious AGN candidates at the position of the X-ray signal and assign the cluster
candidate a flag of 5. We note that we find a small number of
objects with spectroscopic redshifts close to the X-ray emission,
however none of the red-sequence selected objects have been
observed and the objects that have been observed are not at consistent redshifts.
The second candidate found in the point-source list is in the
D4 field and is shown in Fig. 18. Note that the elongated X-ray
signal is due to the non-symmetric nature of the PSF across the
field of view of the observations, however despite this the detection is still classed as a point-source by the X-ray detection algorithm. A relatively strong red-sequence signal is seen, dominated
by the clustering of red objects to the top-left of the X-ray emission. These are found to be at a redshift of z = 1.26+0.08
−0.22 based on
the red-sequence analysis. We note the presence of a relatively
bright foreground galaxy which may hold an AGN and therefore
may be the source of the X-ray emission. Again we attribute this
candidate a flag of 5.
The final point-source detection with signs of a red-sequence
detection is shown in Fig. 19. Again a strong red-sequence signal
is observed, in this case at a redshift of z = 1.13+0.19
−0.05 . A number
of the selected galaxies are found with the PSF profile of the
X-ray detection and appear well clustered. A second grouping
of galaxies with the same red-sequence redshift is seen to the
upper left of the X-ray emission. Again, a relatively bright foreground galaxy is observed within the PSF providing a candidate
for AGN emission as the source of the detection. This candidate
is also attributed with a flag of 5.
As with the primary cluster candidates, we estimate the total flux/luminosity/mass properties of the compact cluster candidates based on the derived redshifts. The results are given in
Table 11. We note that these are all low-flux detections at the

Fig. 17. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDS-CS-D1-p282.

limit of our detection thresholds. As such we estimate relatively
low-masses for these objects (∼0.5−0.6 × 1014 M ).
In summary of the check for unresolved clusters, no obvious
candidate has been found and the 3 candidates considered are
likely AGNs and not unresolved clusters. Thus, we can exclude
a large influence of spatial resolution of XMM-Newton on the
reported cluster statistics.

5. The cluster sample
5.1. Cosmology from cluster number counts

In Fig. 20, we show the derived X-ray luminosities of our cluster candidates in the CFHTLS D1 and D4 fields as a function of
redshift. The high-redshift flag ≤ 3 cluster candidates are shown
by filled circles, the flag = 5 cluster candidates are shown by the
open circles and the potentially unresolved detections are shown
by open stars. For both fields, the dashed line shows the luminosity limit estimated from the minimum detected extended X-ray
flux in each field, whilst the solid line gives the luminosity limit
calculated from the median X-ray flux limit. The point-source
detections are consistent with being faint sources in which extended signal from the cluster outskirts is below the detection
threshold of the XMM data.
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Table 11. WIRD Cluster Survey z>
∼1.1 cluster candidates.
ID
WIRDCS-1-p282
WIRDCS-4-p265
WIRDCS-4-p434

RA

Dec
(J2000)
36.644929 −4.1936979
333.9341
−17.699511
333.3954
−17.872525

za
1.35
1.26
1.13

r200
(◦ )
0.0162
0.0165
0.0187

F(<r500 )b
0.93 ± 0.63
0.87 ± 0.20
1.49 ± 0.92

M200
(1014 M )
0.60 ± 0.22
0.56 ± 0.08
0.67 ± 0.22

Lx (0.1−2.4keV)
(1043 erg s−1 )
2.60 ± 1.76
2.05 ± 0.48
2.27 ± 1.40

TX
(keV)
1.59 ± 0.39
1.47 ± 0.13
1.57 ± 0.35

Flag
5
5
5

Notes. (a) Cluster redshift estimated from red-sequence analysis or spectroscopic redshift if available; (b) extrapolated cluster flux (10−15 erg/s/cm2 ).

Fig. 18. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDS-CS-D4-265.

Fig. 19. As in Fig. 4, but for candidate WIRDS-CS-D4-434.

We present the number counts of clusters as a function of
redshift in the two fields in Fig. 21. The filled circles show the
number counts based on only flag ≤ 3 candidates and the open
circles show the cluster number counts for the full flag ≤ 5 candidate sample. As they include a number of tentative detections,
the flag ≤ 5 counts give the upper limits to the number of detectable clusters based on the data used here. In both cases the
plotted errors are statistical. We note that we do not detect any
clusters at z >
∼ 1.5 and so the final data-point represents an estimated upper limit to the cluster number counts based on the
areal coverage of our survey.
Model number counts were predicted using the cosmological code of Peacock (2007) with the WMAP 7-year cosmology

(i.e. Ωm h2 = 0.1334, σ8 = 0.801, Komatsu et al. 2010) and
applying the areal coverage and flux limits of our survey. This
is shown by the solid line in Fig. 21. We find that the model
over-predicts the number counts compared to the flag ≤ 3 candidates by ∼2σ, whilst matching well with the full z >
∼ 1.1 upper
limit flag ≤ 5 sample. There are two key elements that eﬀect the
number count measurements and models: the cluster scaling relations and the cosmological parameters used (in particular Ωm
and σ8 ). Looking at the eﬀect of changes in both of these, the
dashed line shows the result of adjusting the scaling parameters
by 1σ, whilst the dash-dot line shows the eﬀect of adjusting the
scaling parameters again by 1σ combined with a change in the
WMAP 7-year Ωm and σ8 values by 2σ. The second of these,
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Fig. 20. Cluster luminosity probed as a function of redshift in the D1
(top panel) and D4 (lower panel) fields. The flag = 5 (open circles) and
flag ≤ 3 (filled circles) extended cluster candidates are shown. Open
stars show the point-source confusion cluster candidates. The dashed
line shows the X-ray luminosity limit based on the minimum extended
X-ray flux detection in the data, whilst the solid line shows the X-ray
luminosity limit based on the median X-ray flux limit.

which takes values of Ωm h2 = 0.1323 and σ8 = 0.741, lowers the model number counts by a factor of ≈2.5 at redshifts of
z ≈ 1−2.0. This illustrates the sensitivity of the cluster number
counts to the cosmological parameters and is more consistent
with our flag ≤ 3 candidate counts. The number counts based on
the flag ≤ 3 favour a lower σ8 , which we note is in agreement
with the results of Finoguenov et al. (2010). Based on their sample of 0 < z < 2 clusters, they publish cluster number counts that
prefer a 5% reduction in the value of σ8 from the WMAP 5-year
value.
Significant uncertainty remains in the number count analysis. In particular the scaling relations present problems in any
potential application of cluster number counts to placing constraints on cosmological parameters. The scatter in the scaling
relations, particularly for galaxy groups, remains significant, the
eﬀect of which is illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 21. In
addition, we note that the redshift range over which scaling relations have been calibrated is in the main limited to z <
∼ 1
(Leauthaud et al. 2010). Of course, we also note that, although
we present a relatively large area for such a high-redshift survey, statistical errors due to low numbers of clusters remain high.
Finally, uncertainty in a number of the cluster detections require
spectroscopic confirmation of cluster members.
Returning to the lack of cluster detections at z >
∼ 1.5, we
note that given the WMAP 7-year model we would expect
≈3−4 cluster detections within the survey area at such redshifts.
Based on the red-sequence model, we estimate a characteristic
Ks band magnitude of cluster members of m∗m ≈ 21.5 at 1.5 <
z < 2, which is well within our magnitude completeness limit.
Increasing photometric errors will give poorer photometric redshifts (see Fig. 3), which will weaken the signal from a given
cluster (note that the photometric redshifts are used to pre-select
potential cluster members). For galaxies at this characteristic
magnitude and in this redshift range, we find a median error
on the photometric redshift measurements of 0.05 <
∼ σz <
∼ 0.1,

Fig. 21. Cluster number counts as a function of redshift. The filled black
circles show the candidate cluster counts from the flag ≤ 3 objects in the
D1 and D4 fields combined. Open circles show the counts based on the
flag ≤ 5 objects. The solid line shows the model predictions based on
the WMAP 7-year cosmological parameters. The eﬀect of the 1σ uncertainty in the scaling relations is illustrated by the dashed line, whilst
the dash-dot line shows the eﬀect of the 1σ uncertainty in the scaling relations, combined with a WMAP 7-yr model taking the 2σ uncertainty
limits on Ωm and σ8 .

compared to ≈0.03−0.05 at z < 1.5. Looking at the photometry for this same population, we find increases in the magnitude
errors of ∼0.05−0.08 mag. In order to gauge the eﬀect of this increase in the magnitude errors, we re-run the red-sequence analysis on the same catalogues but with a 0.1 mag error added in
quadrature to all 8 bands. Taking all the X-ray extended sources
(including those originally classed as z < 1), we find that 70%
of detections retain the same redshift solution given this increase
in the noise of the photometry. Out of the 30% with diﬀering solutions given the increased photometric errors, 72% have a redsequence significance of σrs < 3. Based on this analysis then,
we may expect that the red-sequence completeness at z > 1.5 is
reduced by no more than 30%.
Alternatively, the lack of detections may be the result of
greater levels of star formation in clusters at z > 1.5. Increased
star-formation in cluster member may cause the red-sequence to
be more diﬃcult to detect, if higher fractions of bluer galaxies
are present. This eﬀect is very diﬃcult to quantify at this point
as it relies on having samples of unbiased clusters and groups
at these redshifts in order to understand the properties of cluster members. This will be further complicated by the formation
epoch of the red sequence varying from cluster to cluster as clusters will not all form at the same time. Ultimately, the redshifts
up to which we can detect clusters via the red sequence method
is something that must be learned from real data and as such
the highest redshift at which the red-sequence analysis can be
claimed to be eﬀective is z ≈ 1.6 at this point (Tanaka et al.
2010).
Finally, given the low numbers of clusters predicted to be
detectable by the X-ray data in this redshift range, it is feasible
that the lack of detection of any clusters at such redshifts may
be the result of statistical cosmic variance (i.e. that there are no
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clusters above our detection thresholds at these redshifts in the
volumes sampled).
5.2. X-ray luminosity function

It is intructive to see in which way the prediction of high numbers of clusters in the WMAP7 cosmology disagrees with observed cluster characteristics, such as total mass or luminosity.
In this vein, we calculate the X-ray luminosity function in the
redshift range 1.1 ≤ z ≤ 2 based on our cluster candidate sample
in the two analyzed fields. The cluster luminosity function, φ, is
given by:
1
1 
ΔL i=1 Vmax (LX,i )
Nj

φ(LX , z) =

(11)

where N j is the number of clusters in a given luminosity bin of
width ΔL and Vmax (LX,i ) is the total comoving volume in which
a cluster of luminosity LX,i could have been detected above the
flux limits of the survey. This is given by:
Vmax (LX ) =

zmax
zmin

dV(z)
dz
Ω( fX (LX , z))
dz

(12)

where zmin and zmax are the redshift limits. The lower limit is
taken as z = 1.1, whilst we set an upper limit of z = 2.0, assuming for the purpose of the luminosity function that the lack
of detections at 1.5 < z < 2.0 is due to statistical cosmic variance. Ω( fX (LX , z)) is the sky area as a function of the X-ray flux
probed by the X-ray data and dV(z)/dz is the diﬀerential comoving volume element per steradian (Avni & Bahcall 1980; Mullis
et al. 2004).
Figure 22 shows our calculated X-ray luminosity function in
the redshift range 1.1 ≤ z ≤ 2. The luminosity function for the
flag ≤ 3 sample is again shown by the filled circles, whilst the luminosity function derived from the flag ≤ 5 is shown by the open
circles. Again, errors on the bin numbers are statistical (although
the horizontal bars simply show the bin extent). The solid line
gives the model luminosity function based on the WMAP 7-year
cosmological parameters, whilst the dashed line shows the eﬀect
of reducing the WMAP 7-year Ωm and σ8 parameters by 2σ.
We see that the flag ≤ 3 luminosity function agrees well with the
43
−1
WMAP 7-year model at luminosities of LX >
∼ 4 × 10 erg s .
43
−1
Taking the single luminosity bin at LX <
erg
s
,
we
find
5×10
∼
a deficit of clusters compared to the model luminosity function,
with the cluster data point falling a factor of 3 below the model
prediction (equivalent to ≈2σ based on the error estimate). With
the flag ≤ 5 luminosity function however, we find good consistency with the model over the full range of luminosities that
our cluster candidates sample (although the data points prove
marginally higher than the model).
The luminosity function highlights the diﬃculty in identifying the low-luminosity systems in the sample. Although our absolute limit for detection is ≈1043 erg s−1 in both fields (Fig. 20)
at redshifts of 1.1 < z < 2.0, the identification of such low
43
−1
luminosity groups proves diﬃcult at LX <
∼ 4 × 10 erg s .
Including tentative detections appears to correct for this, however this brings greater risks of including objects falsely identified as clusters. Additionally, at fainter luminosities/fluxes the
volume correction (∝1/Ω( fX )) increases significantly making
our cluster counts in the lowest luminosity bin in Fig. 22 more
uncertain.
Thus a disagreement between dn/dz of clusters and the cosmological prediction comes primarily from lowest mass clusters
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Fig. 22. X-ray luminosity function calculated for 1.1 ≤ z ≤ 2.0 candidate clusters in the CFHTLS D1 and D4 fields. The filled circles show
the X-ray luminosity function for flag ≤ 3 cluster candidates only, whilst
the open circles show the result for all candidates with flag ≤ 5. The
solid line shows the predicted luminosity function based on our survey
geometry and WMAP 7-year cosmological parameters. The dashed line
shows the same but with the WMAP 7-year Ωm and σ8 parameters reduced by 2σ.

or groups close to the detection limit and not from the massive
clusters, where detection is clear and identification is more obvious. A similar picture has been seen in Finoguenov et al. (2010)
with the conclusion that, for a robust assesment of the cosmology, one needs to increase the area of such surveys to at least
50 deg2 and use the most massive clusters in the sample. We
note, that in the SXDF field no such massive clusters have been
found Finoguenov et al. (2010). It is also quite conceivable that
the fraction of valid flag=5 identifications increases as the mass
of the system decreases, which can be verified through the spectroscopic follow-up.

6. Conclusions
Using a combination of XMM-Newton X-ray data and optical/NIR photometry, we have performed a survey of z >
∼ 1.1
cluster candidates in the CFHTLS D1 and D4 fields. Crucially,
NIR data is required in order to apply the red-sequence analysis
at such redshifts (as the 4000 Å break moves out of the optical
into the NIR bands). As such the WIRDS data, which provides
the best combination of wide field and deep NIR data currently
available, is one of the best currently available resources for the
identification of high redshift clusters. Using the WIRDS data in
conjunction with CFHTLS deep optical photometry, we identify
a total of 15 z > 1.1 cluster candidates in a total area of 1.0 deg2 .
All candidates were selected based on X-ray emission in deep
XMM data, which provides a relatively unbiased sample.
Of our 15 cluster candidates, 7 are considered firm candidates (flag ≤ 3). These have both strong and clearly extended
X-ray emission combined with strong red-sequence detections
of cluster members that are clearly clustered within the X-ray
detection. For a number of these, spectroscopic redshift data
is available. One of these (WIRDSCS-4-25) is the previously
identified cluster, XMMXCS J2215.9-1738, at z = 1.45. Our
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red-sequence analysis independently determined a cluster redshift estimate of z = 1.39, showing the success of the redsequence method. We estimate a luminosity and mass for this
cluster of 2.1 × 1044 erg s−1 and 1.9 × 1014 M , making it the
most massive cluster in our sample. Additionally, WIRDSCS-176 has been previously identified by Andreon et al. (2009), as a
z = 1.9 cluster (JKS041). As they note, there appear to be a number of structures in the line of sight of this X-ray source. Based
on red-sequence analysis and photometric redshifts we identify
four apparent structures with redshifts of z = 0.80, z = 0.96,
z = 1.13 and z = 1.49. The first three of these are confirmed
by VVDS Deep spectroscopic data, although the z = 0.80 and
z = 0.96 structures appear, based on both the spectroscopic and
red-sequence data, to be dominated by blue star-forming galaxies. The z = 1.13 and z = 1.49 both show strong signs of a
clustered red-sequence correlated with the extended X-ray flux
and the spectroscopic redshifts for the former again prove the
eﬀectiveness of our red-sequence analysis. Based on our analysis, we see no evidence for a cluster at z = 1.9. Of the remaining flag ≤ 3 cluster candidates, BLOX J2215.9-1751.6 has been
previously identified as a z = 1.1 cluster based on optical photometry only (Dietrich et al. 2007; Olsen et al. 2007). With the
addition of the WIRDS NIR data, we improve upon this redshift
estimate, placing the cluster at z = 1.17.
Adding to the 7 high-confidence candidates, we present
8 further candidates attributed with confidence flag = 5, bringing
our total number of candidates up to 15. These candidates have
only either weak extended X-ray emission, point-source like
X-ray detections or non-secure redshift estimates from the redsequence analysis (i.e. due to small numbers of member galaxies
or poorly clustered member galaxies). By including these candidates, we place upper limits on the numbers of clusters we are
able to detect in the given area using the X-ray detection method
on this data-set.
Comparing to other surveys incorporating z >
∼ 1−1.1 cluster samples, Eisenhardt et al. (2008) reported 106 z > 1 cluster candidates from the IRAC Shallow Survey (based on optical
and infrared photometry without any requirement for X-ray detections) with a sky density of ≈14.6 deg−2 . Finoguenov et al.
(2007) presented a collection of 8 z ≥ 1 cluster candidates with
a sky density of ≈3.8 deg−2 and Finoguenov et al. (2010) reported on 13 z ≥ 1 cluster candidates in the SXDF with a sky
density of ≈10.0 deg−2 . Our combination of deep optical and
near infrared photometry with the XMM X-ray data is therefore
an important addition to the available surveys of high redshift
cluster candidates.
We show cluster number counts based on our high redshift cluster candidates and compare these to predictions based
on the WMAP 7-year cosmological parameter estimates. The
flag ≤ 3 sample shows lower number counts compared to the
WMAP 7-year model, which takes into account the survey geometry and detection method. This tentatively favours lower values for the cosmological parameters Ωm and σ8 than prescribed
by the WMAP 7-year results and we show that this is comparable to a 2σ reduction in both of these parameters. This sensitivity
of cluster number counts to Ωm and σ8 , which is particularly
strong at z > 1, illustrates the promise of using cluster number
counts to constrain cosmology. Based on our survey, we highlight the issues remaining in applying this method however. As
stated, modeling the number counts relies on a clear knowledge
of the detection limits of the cluster survey. We therefore provide a focus on non-secure (flag = 5) candidates found using
our detection methods. By including these objects, we find good
agreement between the WMAP 7-year model and the cluster

number counts. Significantly, we also present the z > 1.1 cluster luminosity function for our sample and find good agreement
between our data and the WMAP 7-year model, except at faint
luminosities, where we only find good agreement if we include
the flag = 5 candidates. We conclude that such non-secure candidates will ultimately be a combination of correct and false cluster
detections, which we find introduce an uncertainty in our survey
equivalent to the 2σ constraints on Ωm and σ8 from WMAP.
Any constraints on cosmology also rely on the cluster scaling
relations, which are required to constrain the X-ray luminosity
limit of the survey. We discuss the eﬀect of the relations, noting
that the scatter on the scaling relations is a key issue and in addition it remains for these relations to be calibrated beyond z > 1.
The observations presented here suggest that there are perhaps too few clusters at z > 1, based on the numbers of relatively secure identifications of groups and clusters, compared
to predictions using WMAP-7 cosmology. However, the current
level of statistical and systematic uncertainties prevent us drawing a secure conclusion. Ultimately, cluster number counts can
provide a complimentary and independent method for constraining the cosmological model. In the longer term, the techniques
presented here (combining X-ray cluster detection followed by
red-sequence identification) present an unparallelled technique
to deriving relatively unbiased group and cluster samples. With
such samples we will be able to independently constrain Ωm ,
σ8 and determine the level of non-Gaussianity in the primordial
density fluctuations.
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